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Abstract

In our present paper we examine the role of the value system and lifestyle as reflected in our primary research
carried out among a representative consumer sample.

In our opinion the differentiating effect of the individual value system as secondary segmentation criterion
can be reflected in the market of life assurance, the basis of our research. By means of factor analysis we created
value system structures and with the help of cluster analysis the main criteria of value system-based segments
were outlined.

As a result of the research we concluded that the individual value system was one of the most determining
factors in taking out life assurance. The consumer segments formed alongside the value system have more differ-
entiated attitudes than those of life assurance. Getting to know these groups more thoroughly and deeply offers
opportunity for the ”suppliers” of the life assurance market to create an effective marketing mix. Keywords: value
system, factor analysis, cluster analysis

1 Introduction
Value system and lifestyle can affect human behaviour as well as consumer behaviour. That can be the reason
why the traditional, socio-demographic criteria are not enough for the segmentation of the consumer market and
to explore the inner logic of the factors determining consumer behaviour based on the marketing practice these
days1. The conditions of life and value structures are playing a more and more significant role in the formation of
consumer preferences so their segmentation role has also been given a greater emphasis2.

In our primary research we examined the role of the value system and lifestyle on a consumer sample. In our
mind the differentiating impact of the individual’s value system as a secondary segmentation criterion can also be
felt on the market of those taking out life assurance, which is the basis of our research, as well. By means of factor
analysis value system structures have been formed and using the method of cluster analysis the main criteria of
value system-based segments were characterised.

In our opinion the individual’s value judgement has an impact on the concept of safety and the need for safety.
In our present study we present the differences shown in the comparative analysis of consumer groups formed as
a result of multi-variable methods and their willingness for taking out life assurance. The objective of the research
is to survey the savings habits and the knowledge and opinion of population of the country about life assurance. In
the survey we also examined what the proportion of savings was when compared to total revenue, how well-known
the different forms of savings were, why the respondents put aside funds, what forms of life assurance they knew,
what they had taken out so far and what factors influenced them in decision making, what the main reasons for the
acceptance or refusal of life assurance were.

2 The methodology and background of the research
To survey the knowledge and opinion of the population in Hungary about savings habits and life assurance, a
standard questionnaire based on questioning was made in October 2006 that comprised the whole population

1Hofmeister [2003]
2Hofmeister- Törőcsik [1997]
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ensuring representation by gender, age group, residence and the type of residence. As a result, 1220 questionnaires
were sent back that could be assessed by using SPSS 13.0 programme.

Among the results of this survey we wish to focus on the practical approach of segmentation possibilities
highlighting the connection between life assurance and value system in the present paper.

3 The results of the research

3.1 The esteem of value factors
The value system of the respondents in our survey was examined based on the Rokeach value structure successfully
applied in sociologic research by using some of its elements3.

The ranking order of the factors presents well that the traditional values of safety, calmness, well-balanced life
lead by pushing all hedonistic values in the background- as presented by the systematic results of Table 1.

3.2 Factor analysis of values
To find out which values make up correlating factor groups, factor analysis was carried out based on the value
estimates of the respondents and, as a result, three well separable factors were outlined (Table 2):

◦ the group of ”traditional-classical” values,

◦ the system of ”hedonistic” values and

◦ the group connected to the values of ”maturity, financial well-being”.

3Kotler [1998]
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In the group of ”traditional–classical” values there are such classical values where rather the dominance of
communal, social values is more decisive than that of individual objectives. The main point is the group of values
emphasising the importance of families, friends and social life.

The group of ”hedonistic values” can also be well characterised where there are the factors of exciting, plea-
surable life dominating together with the experience-oriented ones.

Here the dominance of rather short-term objectives is discernible and we meet fresh, dynamic values that
significantly differ from the ”traditional-classical” values.

It is interesting to note that freedom was interpreted in two different ways by the members of the sample as it
can either belong to both of the group of ”hedonistic” and ”traditional-classical” values at the same time regarding
its factor weight. All this can be explained by the difference in interpretation, so it refers to the fact that it can both
mean natural freedom as a ”traditional” value and an attribute to human life as well as an experience-individual
oriented one emphasising the freedom of the individual, in which case it can be classified as a ”hedonistic” one in
our mind.

The group of values connected with ”maturity, financial well-being” outlines another dimension of ”traditional”
values in which we can find the system of values in connection with financial stability, calmness, being well-
balanced, health and financial life dimension referring to security and long-term effects. Instead of experience-
oriented values, we can find the ones highlighting break-out of the rat-race of everyday life, purity, calmness and
stability.

3.3 Cluster analysis based on the value-system structure
To examine whether there is a group-forming dimension outlined based on the value system as a secondary seg-
mentation criterion, cluster analysis was carried out among the members of the sample. As a result, three clusters
could be defined in the examination of the value system as a result of the analysis corresponding to the three factors.
The segments were termed as:

- ”Family-centred, aiming at security”

- ”Hedonistic”
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- ”Caring well-off”.

Regarding the three clusters, well-distinguished characteristic value structures can be found that can be de-
scribed by divergence from the main average of the sample mean with a number of specific differences and even
from one another with regard to certain factors.

3.4 The characterisation of the segment termed ”family-centred, aiming at security”
The first cluster consists of those family-centred aiming at security. They regarded comfortable, calm, balanced life,
thriftiness and family happiness more important than the mean sample. At the same time, when compared to the
sample, they underestimated exciting, enjoyable life, career, success and hobby. The group is rather characterised
by a traditional, clear, classical, mature value system.

3.5 The characteristics of the value judgement of the ”Hedonist” segment
The members of the second cluster follow hedonistic values. They prefer enjoyable life rich in adventures and
for them financial well-being is more important than average to afford themselves something good. Career, plenty
of leisure time and hobby are all the most overestimated factors in this group when compared to the mean of the
sample. At the same time, the somehow contradictory things to the instant enjoyment of life, namely, comfortable,
calm and balanced life were judged to be less important than average. Those who prefer self- remuneration and
individual features belong to this group. It is proved by the fact that taking care of others and giving a source of
happiness for others are less important than average for this group.
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3.6 Value system specifications in the case of the segment ”Caring well-off”
In the ”caring well-off” cluster we can see those aiming at security and who are socially sensitive. The members of
the sample have a lot in common with those in the first cluster with a mature value system but in this group values
like the source of enjoyment for others, peaceful, harmonic family life and friendship are significantly overesti-
mated. This is the most socially sensitive cluster. Self-remuneration and making individual lifestyle exciting and
enjoyable are pushed in the background and communal values are emphasised instead of the individual ones.
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3.7 The demographic characteristics of the groups formed on the basis of thevalue sys-
tem

The group ”Family-centred, aiming at security” is typically (51.2%) made up by families living with a child or
children older than 19 years old so adults. Mainly the middle-aged group and the representatives of the older
generation over 60 (49%) make up this second segment.

Half of the family-centred group (50.4%) possess secondary school degree who typically (42.5%) live on a
monthly net income of 60-100 thousand Ft.

These demographic characteristics predestine the value system that characterise this sample group. We think
this group is the potential target market of life assurance. This is also supported by the fact that the proportion of
those with life assurance is the highest here (60%).

The value system preferred by the ”Hedonist” cluster is in accord with the demographic features of the cluster:
typically, the members of the group represent young people. It is also proved by the proportion of 59.8% of the
age group between 18-39. This situation in life can also explain the fact that this cluster is primarily the group of
young people seeking adventure and self-remuneration who live for themselves rather than for the others.

In the ”Hedonists” while examining the proportion of gender we can state that men are over-represented
(55.6%). A unique criterion in the cluster is the fact that one-fifth of its members do not possess self-supporting
income. This can be explained by the age of the members as almost 40% is made up by young males between 18
and 29. That is why we think this cluster cannot be regarded as the potential base of life assurance. We can find
the highest female dominance (57.8%) in the cluster ”Caring well-off”. Another criterion is that a significant part
of the group is city dweller and member of the group of the middle aged who typically raise their child (children)
older than 19. The members of this segment live under better than average financial circumstances as it is proved
by the fact that one-third of the group live on a monthly net income of 100-150 thousand Ft and a further one-third
on 150-200 thousand Ft.

The need for taking care of others can be the main motivating basis for taking out life assurance. We think it
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so because in this sample the proportion of those with life assurance is outstandingly high (68%).

3.8 Differences, discrepancies between the clusters
In our esteem the Hedonist group is the sharpest contrast to the followers of traditional, secure values of those who
think of tomorrow like the ”Caring well-off” and ”Family-centred, aiming at security” groups.

In contrast with the more mature age groups they do not wish to invest, save, rather they live for today and
prefer instant presents so it is not surprising that the proportion of those with life assurance is the lowest here
(48%).

However, the members of the ”Caring well-off” and ”Family-centred, aiming at security” groups have a lot in
common. Both groups judged the classical, traditional values important but, on the other hand, in the case of the
third group the priority of social sensitivity and giving a source of enjoyment to others are exceptionally high so
they also can be regarded socially sensitive to the greatest extent in relation to the two emphatic groups.

In our opinion these two groups are open to the service of life assurance on offer to the greatest extent as
knowing themselves as well as the others in safe appears as the greatest criterion at these groups.

We think the clusters outlined on the basis of this value system have special criteria that correlate with their
attitude to life assurance, namely, their openness or reservation to it. Furthermore, in our mind, on the market of
life assurance characterised by a more and more intense competition monitoring the groups that can be well char-
acterised by the value system can be an important objective in marketing as the value structure of these segments
predestine the range of marketing activities ranked to be effective in their case.

In our research we wanted to find out what factors influence consumers when taking out life assurance as well
as what the motives are behind their decision. In our mind the value ranking of the individual is one of the most
important determining factors so we want to utilise the opportunity given by this value-system based classification
in the segmentation procedure. The consumer groups outlined by this secondary segmentation criterion can be
described by a peculiar value structure that highlights the motivation system of taking out life assurance and thus
can help get to know the range of marketing activities suiting the single group’s demands and expectations the
best. In our opinion the segmentation based on value system and lifestyle as a secondary segmentation criterion
very significant in target market marketing can be well matched to characterise consumer market, too and, as a
consequence, to outline certain client groups in the peculiar market of life assurance. To find out which values
make up correlating factor groups, factor analysis was carried out based on the value estimates of the respondents
and, as a result, three well separable factors were outlined: the group of ”traditional-classical” values, the system
of ”hedonistic” values and the group connected to the values of ”maturity, financial well-being”.

After the factor analysis a cluster analysis was carried out to make groupings based on the value system of the
respondents and, as a result, well-structured groups showing similarities regarding value system preferences were
obtained and three clusters could be defined matching the three factors: the cluster of ”the hedonists”, the segment
of ”family-centred, aiming at security” and the group of ”caring well-offs”.

As a result of our research these latter two groups are the most open to services offered by taking out life
assurance as knowing themselves as well as the others in safe appears as the main motivating criterion in these
segments. As a matter of fact, the motivation for safety is the most influential factor when taking out life assurance.
Anyway, safety motivation is the most influential and decisive factor when taking out life assurance as it is also
supported by further results of our research.
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